
From: Westly, Sara (MDOR)
To: Moody, Kristine (MDOR); Gantzer, Michelle (MDOR); Ho, Lee (MDOR); Haugen, Alyssa (MDOR); Her, Yia

(MDOR); Blomberg, Elizabeth (MDOR); Sullivan, Joseph (MDOR); Engen, Nikki (MDOR); Adkisson, Ann (MDOR);
Moen, Emily (MDOR); Johnson, Lori (MDOR); Wakefield, Sally (MDOR); Fischer, Brian M (MDOR); Scharmer,
Gretchen (MDOR); nfrey@mape.org; Doty, Robert (MDOR)

Cc: Kreiner, Joel (MDOR); Schmidt, Rachelle (MDOR); Westly, Sara (MDOR)
Subject: RE: MAPE Meet and Confer
Date: Friday, February 19, 2021 5:40:27 PM
Attachments: M&C Talking Points 1.27.21 -QUAPI.docx
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Good afternoon.
 
Thank you for bringing forward the Collections Quality Review: Identity Verification Review agenda
item and providing the attached talking points.
 
I took this information into consideration and posted the following Division Announcement this
afternoon:
 
What happened?
In January 2020, the department rolled out an agency procedure for identity verification. We linked
this procedure in the Collectapedia for verifying the identity of our customers.
 
In April 2020, the Collection Division started to incorporate this agency procedure in our quality
evaluations. While completing evaluations over the next couple of months, the Quality Team
identified concerns about collector performance pertaining to identity verification and shared them
at the supervisor, leadworker, and coaching team meetings.
 
While units discussed this topic in staff meetings, and the division completed additional training, we
recognize the issue remains unresolved based on the continuous reduction in the division average
quality score and the questions asked during the POA Interdivisional Practical Application session,
Identity Verification training, and January MAPE Meet and Confer meeting. We determined there is
not a shared understanding of what it means to completely verify information, like the address or
name, for both identity verification and demographic updates.
 
Why are identity verification and demographic updates Important?
Identity verification is important to the department to ensure we:

Do not disclose private or nonpublic information to an incorrect or unauthorized party
Have current and complete demographic information to deliver correspondence to the
appropriate party

 
By not gathering current and complete demographic information, we risk:

Disclosing private and nonpublic information to the wrong customer
Spending additional resources to work return mail work items

 
What actions are we taking?
The Quality Team reviewed the evaluations on calls handled from April 2020 through January 2021.
There were no zero-point evaluations for failing to verify a surname with hyphens or abbreviations.
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1/28/21 M&C 

Identity Verification and Disclosure Issue- Collections

Interdivisional Practical Application (IDPA) on 8/17/20 with Tax Ops expert in Power of Attorney and disclosure, Amy Wojcik. In this informational session, she addressed questions we had about identity verification and customers’ addresses. One of the Collections Quality lead workers also attended this session, Ann Marie Patterson.

· There was a lot of talk on this subject as collectors were concerned about getting it right.

· Amy stated if we verify the city and state, we do not need the zip code. 

· Likewise, if we verify the city and zip code, we already have the state as there are not the same zip codes in different states. Zip codes pertain to only one area of the US.

· There is a posted Announcement In Collections Rspace on 10/22/20 of newly updated Q&A from this session and it includes the recording of the IDPA- Cisco Webex Meetings - Replay Recorded Meeting.

· The Division experienced a 68% increase in disclosure violations from April through October 2020. Several collectors received zero, due to the “disclosure issue”, out of an automatic 100 points for not verifying the zip code with the city and state, not verifying the state with the city and zip code, not verifying the information in the correct order, or not verifying a floor/suit/apartment number. It is obvious the expectation was not made clear.

· Most collectors have been verifying addresses in the same way for years without an issue. Other Divisions continue to verify addresses in this way also and do not receive zero quality scores.

· Even though we received zeros due to a disclosure issue, customers did not receive phone calls or letters stating there was a disclosure issue on their account (per Procedure).

· In the Agency’s Identity Verification Procedure, it states verify, “Current or previous address in GenTax or on a processed return.” 

· In the Collections Incoming Calls Procedure, it states:

Step 4: Ask for and confirm that we have the correct contact information based on the caller type:

· Individual, sole proprietor, business, or in-house employee: Address and phone

· Collection Division Procedures do not state that we must verify address in a specific way that is different from the agencywide Procedure. 

· A lot of collectors attempted to dispute their quality reports and were denied the ability to dispute them by their supervisors stating Quality will not re-review their zero scores. 

· In October there was additional identity verification training that was done by our lead workers at Unit meetings where it was stated that you must verify ALL the address- street, apartment/floor/suite, city, state, and zip code. If you missed the Unit meeting, you did not receive this training (not mandatory).

· There is still confusion of what is expected for identity verification in the Collections Division. Additional mandatory training is going on right now 1/19-1/29 and a completed knowledge assessment is due by 2/5/21. 

· We have also had to turn people away on the phones wanting to pay their debts because they could not remember an old apartment number or address and did not have any of the other secondary identifiers.



Asks:

The portion of the quality scores for the time frame 8/20 to 2/5, when the mandatory training is complete, be removed from quality scores- unless the collector did not verify any identity information.

Requesting re-review for the need to be given the full apartment number/floor/suite, city, state, and zip code. What if we have an old address on file and the customer cannot remember the apartment number they lived in? But they have already verified their full name, Social Security Number, date of birth, and phone number. They do not have any other secondary identifiers such as Letter ID, filing status from an Individual Income Tax return, etc. (This happens a lot with Other Agency Debts).

If there are varying degrees of disclosure that do not require us to make a phone call or send a letter to the customer for this type of “disclosure issue”, then collectors should not receive an automatic zero out of 100 points unless the customer receives a letter or call.   If they receive a zero, they should receive it out of the number of points the call would be scored for (usually between 68 and 88 points), not an automatic 100 points. 

[bookmark: _GoBack]Note: It takes months for a collector to recover from one zero score, let alone the multiple zeros that we have been receiving since August. This metric is measured for annual reviews. 






However, there were a significant number of zero-point evaluations for using the customer’s address
as the additional identifier but not verifying the complete address. These evaluations spanned every
production unit.
 
Due to the scope of this issue and the delay in the Leadership Team’s response to ensure there was
a shared understanding of identity verification, the Quality Team recommended we take action to
provide equitable relief to those collectors impacted. We decided to allow the Quality Team to
rescore these impacted phone calls and not score incomplete address verification as a zero-point
evaluation. The calls must be rescored, not just deleted, to ensure all collectors received the same
number of evaluations.
 
The Quality Team will adjust the impacted evaluations during the month of March 2021. Since the
Quality Team’s resources will be spent making these adjustments, they will not be completing ACD
Representative Evaluations in March for calls handled in February. Supervisors will go back and
correct the performance reviews for impacted employees after the evaluation is rescored.
 
Members of the Division-Wide Impact Team worked with other divisions to make changes to the
department Identity Verification procedure to provide clarity and streamline conversations with
customers. We will publish those changes and related Collectapedia updates this weekend. The Unit
Leadership Teams will cover these changes in the next staff meetings. 
 
The division training, department procedure updates, and related division procedure updates will
ensure a shared understanding of verifying current and complete customer information for identity
verification and demographic purposes. The Quality Team will resume reviewing phone calls in April,
when they review the calls handled in March.
 
Thank you,
 
Sara
 
Sara Westly, M.A.
Director
Collection Division
Pronouns: She/Her
 

Minnesota Department of Revenue
Office: 651-556-6438
www.revenue.state.mn.us

Working together to fund Minnesota’s future.               

 

From: Moody, Kristine (MDOR) <kristine.moody@state.mn.us> 
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Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 10:34 AM
To: Gantzer, Michelle (MDOR) <Michelle.Gantzer@state.mn.us>; Ho, Lee (MDOR)
<lee.ho@state.mn.us>; Haugen, Alyssa (MDOR) <alyssa.haugen@state.mn.us>; Her, Yia (MDOR)
<Yia.Her@state.mn.us>; Blomberg, Elizabeth (MDOR) <Elizabeth.Blomberg@state.mn.us>; Westly,
Sara (MDOR) <sara.westly@state.mn.us>; Sullivan, Joseph (MDOR) <joseph.sullivan@state.mn.us>;
Engen, Nikki (MDOR) <nikki.engen@state.mn.us>; Adkisson, Ann (MDOR)
<ann.adkisson@state.mn.us>; Moen, Emily (MDOR) <emily.moen@state.mn.us>; Johnson, Lori
(MDOR) <lori.johnson@state.mn.us>; Wakefield, Sally (MDOR) <sally.wakefield@state.mn.us>;
Fischer, Brian M (MDOR) <brian.m.fischer@state.mn.us>; Scharmer, Gretchen (MDOR)
<gretchen.scharmer@state.mn.us>; nfrey@mape.org; Doty, Robert (MDOR)
<Robert.Doty@state.mn.us>
Cc: Kreiner, Joel (MDOR) <joel.kreiner@state.mn.us>; Schmidt, Rachelle (MDOR)
<Rachelle.Schmidt@state.mn.us>
Subject: RE: MAPE Meet and Confer
 
Good morning,
Here is our agenda. 
 
Thank you,
 

Kristine Moody,
Meet and confer Chair

 
 
 
-----Original Appointment-----
From: Gantzer, Michelle (MDOR) <Michelle.Gantzer@state.mn.us> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 11:37 AM
To: Gantzer, Michelle (MDOR); Ho, Lee (MDOR); Haugen, Alyssa (MDOR); Her, Yia (MDOR);
Blomberg, Elizabeth (MDOR); Westly, Sara (MDOR); Moody, Kristine (MDOR); Sullivan, Joseph
(MDOR); Engen, Nikki (MDOR); Adkisson, Ann (MDOR); Moen, Emily (MDOR); Johnson, Lori (MDOR);
Wakefield, Sally (MDOR); Fischer, Brian M (MDOR); Scharmer, Gretchen (MDOR); nfrey@mape.org;
Doty, Robert (MDOR)
Cc: Kreiner, Joel (MDOR); Schmidt, Rachelle (MDOR)
Subject: MAPE Meet and Confer
When: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 10:30 AM-11:30 AM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: Microsoft Teams Meeting
 
________________________________________________________________________________



Microsoft Teams meeting
Join on your computer or mobile app
Click here to join the meeting

Or call in (audio only)
+1 651-395-7448,,579467627#   United States, St. Paul
Phone Conference ID: 579 467 627#
Find a local number | Reset PIN

Learn More | Meeting options

________________________________________________________________________________
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